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Abstract: This paper discusses modeling which is centered on the Floyd Steinberg algorithm, 

which converts the M-row, N-column pixel array of resolution n bits to an array containing only 

black and white pixels. The proposed scheme converts the necessary pixel of n bit resolution to 

half-tone, i.e. single-bit pixel, by method of a total average mistake of adjacent pixels. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The technology for photographic halftone has for a long time been used in the graphics industry. 

In recent times, the conventional camera technology is now being replaced by digital techniques. 

The proposed framework utilizes a Dataflow graph that assigns each pixel quantity in a column 

to the wavefront matrix and assigns the wave front index to each group of pixels in a similar 

way[1]–[7], so that pixels with the same data flow are handled together, i.e. simultaneously.But 

in attempt to sustain the data dependence, we use a memory module in relation to the pixel 

processor unit[1], [8]–[12]. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The algorithm allocates the round-off error caused by transferring the pixel from a range of n 

points to a range of 1-bit to the chosen subset of each pixel's neighbors. The allocation of 

mistake to a specified pixel is focused on a weighted average of mistakes at the locations of its 

chosen neighbors. The pixel gets an error distribution from its neighbors. The mistakes obtained 

from the nearby registers are used to measure the cell's halftone I j) image score. 

The “N* M” array has its origin on the top left corner of the array (a common reference for the 

images), where' I' is the column Index and' j' is really the row Index. For each pixel in the “DFG” 

array, these relationships are maintained. 
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The array's information dependencies indicate that the pixels can be transformed from” left to 

right, from top to bottom, from the top right to the bottom right corner”. 

RESULTS 

The measured averaging technique used in “Floyd-Steinberg”[13]–[17] algorithms is 

accomplished of reproducing a full tone scale, and half-toning renders picture frames on-screen 

systems with a restricted range of brightness and color palettes. It offers an option for picture 

depiction, processing, processing and transmission in locations where the sound is constant. The 

outcome of comparison conducted is shown in Table 1.  

  

Table 1 Result of Comparison 

  

CONCLUSION 

Floyd-Steinberg's proposed in this paper weighted average technique is independent of 

reproducing a full tone scale; also half-tone images on-screen units with restricted intensity and 

color palettes. It offers an alternative for image representation, rendering, storage and 

distribution in locations where the tone is simultaneous. 
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